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Abstract

We investigated a method for preparation of ordered nanopore arrays with the interpore distance of 60 nm by guided self-organization
of anodic aluminum oxide with a prepatterned array of pits in the starting Al film. An ordered triangular array of 100 nm-pitch pits
was formed on Al film by ion beam etching through an electron beam lithography fabricated mask, and then it was used as a guide for
formation of anodic aluminum oxide pores. We found it was possible to reduce the interpore distance to 1 / 3 of the pitch of the pits by
the appropriate choice of the parameters of ion beam etching and anodization voltage.

Introduction

Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) has ordered honeycomb structure of pores obtained by self-organization; these pores are perpendicular to the surface and parallel to each other [1-3]. The interpore distance of AAO can be controlled from several tens of
nanometers to hundreds of nanometers depending on the anodic voltage and the type of aqueous acid solution used as the electrolyte [4-9]. Moreover, the diameter and the depth of the pores are also controllable by growth conditions, such as anodic voltage
and duration of anodization, respectively. The regularity of AAO pore arrangement is one of the important issues for applications
such as ultra-high density patterned media using magnetic nanowire arrays [10-16], and the patterning of surfaces for sensors
[17-19], optically active surfaces [20,21], and for substrates for controlled living cell cultures [22-24], and AAO nanopore arrays
are considered as the suitable structure for preparation of nanowire and nanodot of various materials [25], such as magnetic and
semiconductor materials. However, it is known that the ordered AAO pore arrays can be obtained by several appropriate growth
conditions [26], and the inter-pore distances of ordered AAO pore arrays are limited. Moreover, preparation of fine pitch arrays is
getting more difficult, especially below 100 nm.
Nanoimprinting is an effective method to form perfectly ordered AAO pore arrays [4,27-29], which utilizes a combination of topdown and bottom-up techniques. The periodically pitted Al surface was prepared prior to anodization using a hard mold or dry
etching with hole-patterned mask [30]. Then, the nanopores start to grow one-to-one at the pit positions. However, also with this
method it is difficult to obtain ordered pore arrays with the interpore distance of a few tens of nm due to the size limitation of EBL
(electron beam lithography) and dry etching technology.
A reduction in AAO interpore distance to 300 nm by a factor of 1 / 3 was achieved by Choi et al. [31,32] by nanoimprinting with
mold that had a pitch of 500 nm. Recently, our group succeeded in preparation of 115 nm pitch AAO pore arrays using a guided
self-organization method, and nanoimprinting process with a SiC mold with a pitch of 200 nm. In this study, we tried to prepare
AAO on Si substrate with an interpore distance of 60 nm using a guided self-organization method.

Experiments
The experimental procedure is described schematically in Figure 1(a)-(f). At first, 500 nm thick Al film was deposited on treated
Si substrate (Si was treated with HF solution) by sputtering using Al target (99.999%, High Purity Materials KONJUNDO
CHEMICAL LABORATORY CO.LTD, JAPAN) as shown in Figure 1(a). The surface roughness of Al film is very important for
prepatterning method, and the root mean square surface roughness (RMS) was less than 10 nm, which was measured by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) (1 um×1 um scan). Then, about 100 nm thickness resist film was fabricated by spincoating method (300
rpm 5 sec, 2000 rpm 180 sec) using ZEP520A resist (use Anisol diluted into 2:3) as shown in Figure 1(b), the pre-bake was carried
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out on 180 0C hot plate at 180 sec after spincoating. Subsequently, the triangular lattice of pits with a pitch of 100 nm was prepared
by EBL on sputtered Al film on Si substrate as shown in Figure 1(c). 75 kV acceleration voltage electron beam selectively etches
off regions of the positive resist from the surface (ELIONIX ELS-7700, JAPAN). Ion beam etching (IBE) was carried out at 23
0
C with 180 sec using ZED-N50 developing solution. Then, using pits pattern as a mask for Ar (Figure 1(d)), IBE was carried
out for different duration times under the conditions of 150 V beam voltage and 700 V accelerator voltage in a chamber (RIB-E,
TYD, JAPAN) at 2.5×10-2 Pa. We then transferred the triangular lattice pattern to the Al surface as shown in Figure 1(e). For Ar
IBE, acceleration voltage was kept constant at 700 V, and etching time was changed from 5 min to 10 min. After that, the EBL
resist mask was completely removed from Al surface by selective etching with 10 min in acetone. The Al surface of 10 min IBE
sample was observed by scanning electron and atomic force microscopy (AFM and SEM), Figure 2(a)-(b), respectively. Figure 2(c)
shows an AFM line scan extracted from Figure 2(b). According to the AFM profile we can know that the interpore distance was
approximately 100 nm, the depth was 50 nm, and the arrangement of pits was perfectly ordered as triangular lattice without any
defects and dislocations. Thus, the periodically prepatterned Al surface was obtained. Then, prepatterned Al surface was anodized
at various voltages between 24 to 30 V in 0.3 M sulfuric acid electrolytes as shown in Figure 1(f). Figure 1(g) and (h) shows the
surface of the Figures (e) and (f), respectively. The pits having an ordered triangular array of nanopores with a pitch of 100 nm on
Al surface shows in Figure 1(g), and the Al is anodized after prepattern, the small dots were formed at the center of each triangle
of the initial pits, then 1 / 3 reduction of interpore distance is achieved at an adequate anodic voltage. The surface morphology
of Al and AAO pore arrays were observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and AFM. The regularity of AAO pores was
quantitatively evaluated by the fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of the SEM images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)(g)

(h)
(h)

Figure 1: Schematics of the sample preparation (a) Al film is sputtered on Si substrate. (b) Resist film is fabricated using spin-coating method. (c)
The periodically holes is fabricated in resist film by electron beam lithography. (d) Formation of pits on Al film by IBE. (e) Removal the EBL resist
mask. (f) Anodic oxidation of Al. (g) The top-view of (e), dots indicate indentations having an order triangular array. (h) The top-view of (f), the
smaller dots indicate position of new pores formed by anodization.
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Figure 2: SEM and AFM measurements of the ordered nanopore arrays after prepatterning on Al surface. (a) Nanopores of prepatterned Al surface
were observed by SEM after ion beam etching at 10min, the interpore distance of nanopore was approximately 100nm. (b) Nanopores of prepatterned Al surface were observed by AFM. (c) Line scan of AFM height image shown in (b).

Results and Discussions
Figure 3 shows top-view SEM images of the AAO pore arrays using patterned Al films, which was anodized at various voltages
from 24 to 30 V. It can be observed that the interpore distance between the lager AAO pores indicated with black circles was 100
nm, which corresponds to the pitch of the IBE mask. Therefore, these pores were grown at the prepatterned positions on the Al
surface. The smaller pores indicated with dashed circles were newly created pores located at the center of hexagon of prepatterned
pores, which worked as the guide to determine a position of nucleation sites of new pores. The anodic voltage dependence of pore
arrangement is shown in Figure 3(a)-(c). Although the arrangement of the new AAO pores was not a perfect triangular lattice, we
found that 28 V is an appropriate voltage to realize the reduction of the pitch for the array prepatterned with 100 nm pitch in these
conditions. Some prepatterned AAO pores are elongated with two-fold depression at a single location, as indicated for example
by the arrows in Figure 3(a) and (c). It seems that the dislocation and defect of the triangular AAO pore arrays are caused by the
oversized pits for the guided self-organization, and the size and depth of pits would be important.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: SEM image of the surface of AAO after anodic oxidation of aluminum for various anodization voltages. (a) 24V anodic voltage. (b) 28V anodic
voltage. (c) 30V anodic voltage.

Figure 4(a)-(c) shows top-view SEM images of AAO pore arrays using guided self-organization method with different duration
of IBE for prepatterning. We analyzed the SEM images by two-dimensional FFT to evaluate the IBE duration dependence of the
nanohole regularity as shown in Figure 4(d)-(f). The triangular arrays of spots were clearly observed in 7.5 and 10 min of IBE
etching samples while only fuzzy spots were observed in the 5 min sample. The cross section of the FFT intensity distribution
along the red line is shown in the Figure 4(g)-(i). The regularity of the nanohole arrangement is well represented by the intensity of
order spots (indicated with arrows in Figure 4(h) and (i)). Hence, we chose a spatial order parameter, I/W (the first spots intensity
I divided by its full width at half maximum width (FWHM) W) [33]. In the FFT cross sections, two series of peaks appear at
increasing distances from the center (first spot and second spot are shown in Figure 4(h) and Figure 4(i), respectively). The periodic
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function of structure such as nanohole arrays in real space corresponds to the reciprocal distance of ordered spot in FFT image.
Therefore, the first ordered spots in Figure 4 (i) correspond to the original prepatterned lattice (~100 nm pitch), and the second
ordered spots are secondary lattice formed by anodization (~60 nm pitch), respectively. The regularity ratio I/W of the prepatterned
lattice peak increases from Figure 4(g) to Figure 4(i), as expected, since longer IBE patterning time means better defined starting
pattern. However, the peak arising at higher spatial frequency (i.e. lower pitch) due to anodization, Table 1 shows regularity as a
function of the IBE duration; has the highest regularity ratio about 7.3 for the intermediate case of Figure 4(h) 7.5 min IBE, and
it seems that the pits of 5 min IBE was not enough for the guide of new pores. These results suggested that 7.5 min IBE was the
appropriate condition for guided self-organization of interpore distance of 60 nm, while the 10 min IBE caused over-etching.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(i)

(h)

Figure 4: SEM micrographs of the surface of AAO after anodic oxidation of aluminum at 28V for various ion beam etching times. (a)-(c) The top-view
SEM images of surface of the AAO membrane just after anodic oxidation at 28V with 5min, 7.5min, 10min IBE times. (d)-(f) Two-dimensional FFT
images for the nanopore arrangements shown in Figure 4 (a)-(c). (g)-(i) are cross-section of the FFT intensity distribution along the red line in Figure 4
(d)-(f). The red and black allows in Figure (d)-(f) indicate first- and second-ordered sports of nanohole arrays.

IBE duration [min]

5

7.5

10

Regularity (I/W)

2.4±0.2

7.3±0.2

4.1±0.2

Table 1: Ion beam etching duration dependence of nanohole regularity

Conclusions
The ordered nanopore arrays with the interpore distance of 60 nm on Si substrate were successfully prepared using 100 nm
pitch masks of prepatterned Al films with IBE and guided self-organizing of AAO. It turned out that there was an appropriate
IBE condition and anodization voltage for realizing ordered AAO nanopore arrays in this method. This method allows further
reduction of AAO interpore distance, and it would be possible to realize triangular pore arrays with smaller interpore distance
beyond the size limitation of the lithographic technique [34-37].
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